Non-linear slope tomography offers an accurate and efficient way of combining dip and residual move-out information from several narrow azimuth acquisitions. We present an application of nonlinear slope tomography to a multi-azimuth acquisition in West Mediterranean Sea. We demonstrate the improved resolution obtained in the velocity model thanks to the complementarities and redundancy of the azimuths.
Introduction
Multi-azimuth 3D (MAZ) is a proven seismic acquisition technique that can improve illumination of structurally complex targets. In complex areas, target illumination using standard narrow azimuth acquisition is not ideal because it is strongly dependent on the direction of shooting. This is illustrated in Figure 1 , which shows how the illumination at the Cretaceous level varies considerably between a shooting direction of 30 o and one of 150 o used in the coming application. Multi-Azimuth 3D acquisition uses more than one shooting direction to improve target illumination, thereby providing a more robust geophysical solution to the problem. Several projects have demonstrated a significant return on investment with accelerated drilling successes, extended field life through significantly improved data clarity, interpretability, and resolution . A difficulty with MAZ processing is the reconciliation of several narrow-azimuth (NAZ) acquisitions due to the lack of continuity from one NAZ acquisition to the other. In depth imaging this implies a joint velocity model building process. In this context non-linear slope tomography (Guillaume et al., 2008) appears particularly appealing because its formalism allows one to combine in an efficient way kinematic information from the various azimuths.
In the present paper we first review the basis of non-linear slope tomography and then detail its adaptation to MAZ acquisitions. We then present an application to a MAZ acquisition acquired by Hess/Nalpetco in West Mediterranean Sea.
Non-linear slope tomography applied to MAZ data
Migration velocity analysis generally consists of an iterative process involving pre-stack depth migration (preSDM), structural dip and residual move-out (RMO) picking as well as linear velocity nd EAGE Conference & Exhibition incorporating SPE EUROPEC 2010 Barcelona, Spain, 14 -17 June 2010 update following Liu (1997) formula. Developing a non-linear update is not straightforward and requires developing kinematic re-migration and using an adequate cost function (Guillaume et al., 2001; Adler et al., 2008) . Non-linear slope tomography (Chauris et al., 2002; Guillaume et al., 2008) works on locally coherent events characterized by their location and slopes in the un-migrated time domain (Billette and Lambaré, 1998) . These events can be picked in the pre-stack depth or time migrated domains (Lambaré et al., 2007) and then kinematically de-migrated to obtain so-called kinematic invariants (Guillaume et al., 2001) . As it inverts locally coherent events non-linear slope tomography is particularly well adapted to dense volumetric structural dip and RMO picking strategies (Siliqi et al., 2007) .
Non-linear slope tomography is commonly applied to NAZ marine acquisitions, with a picking done either in the depth or time migrated domains. The kinematic de-migration used to compute the kinematic invariants assumes a single-azimuth acquisition and calculates slopes in the X and Y midpoint directions and in the offset directions for the selected acquisition azimuth (Figure 2 ). Velocity model building from a MAZ acquisition means combining the kinematic invariants from the various azimuths. The consistency of the velocity update is insured by a non-linear optimization scheme involving a conjugate-gradient type optimization, a cardinal cubic Bspline description of the velocities and several regularization terms.
In our case picking is done on preSDM gathers computed independently for the various NAZ acquisitions. RMO is picked using a high density automated picking involving high order polynomial curves (Siliqi et al., 2007) . Structural dips are picked using a plane wave destruction filter on migration stack. The kinematic de-migration allows computing the associated kinematic invariants, shot and receiver location, s and r, the two-way travel time, T obs , and three slopes corresponding to the slopes in the inline and crossline directions in common offset volumes and the slope in offset in the common image gathers. De-migration is done so that s-r direction conforms to NAZ acquisition azimuth (Figure 2 ).
Expected benefits for velocity model building from MAZ acquisition first comes from the wave-path redundancy and complementarities of information between common image gathers of the different azimuths. (Chauris et al., 2002 The first phase of the processing involved the full re-processing of the 2000/2002 dataset with latest time imaging and de-multiple techniques (Pica et al., 2005) . This was followed by a depth, isotropic velocity model update for a full preSDM project on this reference 90° NAZ dataset. The second phase of the processing consisted in applying the same time imaging workflow to the two new NAZ acquisitions ending up with a MAZ preSTM volume using all three azimuths.
They match all of the kinematic invariants except the slope in the offset direction which is precisely an indicator of the accuracy of the velocity model
The third and final phase of the processing comprised a MAZ preSDM starting from the preprocessed datasets generated in the previous phase. In order to improve the continuity and resolution of events and add finer structural and architectural details, pre-stack depth migration and velocity model building were used to address the complex imaging problem in the Nile delta basin. To take advantage of the multi-azimuth nature of the data with improved illumination, the velocity model update was performed using our MAZ non linear slope tomography approach on all azimuths simultaneously to derive a TTI anisotropic velocity model which was used for final imaging.
Application of MAZ non-linear slope tomography

Figure 3: Improved resolution of isotropic velocity model by MAZ non-linear tomography (right) vs. NAZ non-linear tomography (left).
The starting MAZ velocity model for this final phase was the reprocessing PSDM model. A MAZ tomography was then performed using a combination of the kinematic invariants of the three azimuths. Figure 3 shows the starting and updated isotropic velocity models. The updated one exhibits an increased resolution and an improved fit with the geology. Depth imaging has improved the image significantly over the preSTM image, with a clear improvement in event flatness and consistency of azimuths. In Oligocene formation, a much cleaner section with improved S/N ratio, improved event continuity and enhanced structural imaging allowed better prospect delineation. The Rosetta interval showed an enhanced continuity, resolution and positioning leading to an improved imaging of the unconformity below Rosetta. Similar improvements were achieved in the Pliocene section with better imaging of Pliocene/Miocene horizons and faults, in particular an increased resolution to enhance the Pliocene exploration objectives. The shallow zone exhibited an improved imaging allowing better shallow geo-hazard analysis.
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With the increased resolution it was also possible to attain high resolution for the Pliocene section and even for Oligocene targets where frequency bandwidth is limited. In particular at Messinian unconformity level, it was possible to estimate the larger lateral velocity variations and smaller scale geo-bodies that generate many of the complex ray-paths at the deeper target.
Conclusion
The use of non-linear slope tomography has been a key step in this multi-azimuth project. Depth imaging has improved significantly the quality of the image but the quality of velocity model obtained with MAZ tomography has insured an optimal combination of the kinematic information coming from the various azimuths. The benefits of MAZ vs. NAZ appear as uplift in stack quality, with an improvement in event and structural resolution. It has allowed for a better/more reliable interpretation when identifying and de-risking potential targets. It has added value to the exploration process. 
